O F F I C E O F T H E C H I E F E N G I N E E R, P W D

No: SE (PMGSY) AWD-Mission/2431

THE INCHARGE PIU
Public Works Department
Circ: Division: Ruia

Sub: Environmental & Social Assessment Mission of World Bank for PMGSY works of Rajasthan.

Dated: 07.07.2005

Sir,

The Environmental & Social Assessment Mission has given some suggestions for better up keeping of Environmental issues during construction of civil works. The main suggestions of the Environmental & Social Assessment Mission are as follows:

1. The Rainy season has already been started. Every PIU should plant saplings on Road side which can be maintained.
2. When excavating the soil for earth work it should be taken care of that roots of trees should not be exposed.
3. Environmental & Social Check list should be attached to the Quality control registers and should be updated by inspecting officer.

Yours faithfully,

CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD